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Team of cops has
relaxed and bonded
to trivia fot 10 years

WCCO anchor speaks about free press
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

Don Shelby, news anchor of
WCCO-TV, spoke Tuesday in the
Atwood

Ballroom

about

the

importance of the free press and its
ties to citizenship.
Shelby began the presentation
by relating some history, namely
the formation of the Constitution of
the United States.

"I think I understand the essence
of the Constitution of the United
States," Shelby said. "l think I
understand how the fellows got
together who put this piece
together."
Shelby explained that through
time and discussion, the founders
of our government created the
First
Amendment,
which
protects
citizens'
freedom
of religion, expression, the

Number

press and the right to peaceably
assemble.
"I get up, I go to work everyday
and I draw a paycheck from
WCCO-TV, but I work for the
Constitution. I love that," Shelby
said.
According to Shelby, the
press' place in the United States
is to stick · its nose into the
activities of the government
and relay the truth of what

is happening ro the people who
elect the govemlTlent officials.
''Congress shall make no law
respecting the establishment of
religion, the freedom of speech or
the press, or the right of the public
to peaceably assemble. You can't
even make a law that will stop the
press from telling the people the
truth," Shelby said.
A good citizen is an infonned
citizen, according to Shelby. An

Slow but steady

of student
volunteers
increasing
STAFF WRITER

Go 1D VOLUNTEERS, PAGE 6 •

Go m SHELBY, PAGE 6 •

Lawyer to
tackle
sexual
harassment
Minneapolis lawyer to
discuss harassment in
workplace

by Muhammed Karim
Mary Beth Overland, director of Volunteer
Link, recently released statistics showing
student participation since fall quarter has
risen to 325 people, working an estimated
6,654 hours~
These numbers are an encouragement to
Overland, who pioneered t,he service in July
1994.
"What we try to do is match students with
an organization best suited for their field of
study," Overland said.
The mission of Volunteer -Link is to
enhance a student's academic skills through
practical experience, she said. For example, a
public relations major would be steered
toward an agency with a strong, aggressive
public relations department.
"What a student gets is not only practical
experience, but it would serve as a
networking apparatus to meet people working
in the field chosen by the student," Overland
said.
One of the benefits of Volunteer Link is
that students often secure letters of
recommendation from the organizations
where they volunteer, Overland said. Students
have received internships and, on some
occasions, employment.
"When I started working here two years
ago, there were only 200 volunteer students
clocking only 300 hours of service," she said.
"We are currently sitting at 2,100 students
doing 33,500 hours. That's progress."
Students who sign up with Volunteer Link
have more than 135 agencies from which to
choose.

infonned opinion includes hearing
the oppostion's ideas and facts and
meshing thell_l with one's own ideas
and facts.
Although he is a news anchor,
Shelby
suggested
reading
newspapers as a more complete
source of infonnation than from
television .

by Muhammed Karim
STAFF WRITER
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Junior Stephanie Rotz sculpts the base of her project for ART 270, Intro to
Ceramics. Rotz spent about 15 hours on the sculpture.
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Wednesday." The objective of these talks is to
di'scuss issues of revelance to the female
population of SCSU.
This year's theme is, "Beauty: Who Pays
the Price?''
Laurie Peterson, a Minneapolis attorney
known for tackling sexual harassment
complaints in the workplace, will address the
students and faculty noon Wednesday in
Atwood Mei;norial Center's South Voyageur
Room.
Peterson will discuss her career as a
crusader against the exploitation and
degradation faced by thousands of women on
the job.
Jane Olsen, director of the Women's
Center, said Peterson's visit is of paramount
importance.
"We here at the Women's Center thought
it necessary to deal with the issue of beauty in
the workplace," Olsen ·said: "We know that
women, especially in the area of sexual
harassment, pay a heavy price as a result of
beauty."
Olsen said Peterson is well known in
Minnesota for her work. The Women's Center
took a chance and asked Peterson to visit
SCSU, and _was pleasantly surprised at the
outcome.

Go ro PETERSON, PAGE 6 •
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TODAY
Men's Hockey
at Notre Dame, 6 p.m.

Men's Wrestling
vs. Mankato State
University in Halenbeck Hall

at7p.m.

Moonlight Ski Outing
A moonlight ski fund raiser
for Stearns County parks
will take place at Warner
Lake County Park, 7 p.m. to
11 p.m. Participants who do
not have skis may rent
them free of charge at
Fitzharris Ski & Sport or
Out·N·About Gear.
Suggested donation is $2
for adults and free for
children.

SATURDAY
Men's Hockey
at Notre Dame, 6 p.m.

Men's Wrestling
at St. John's University,
1 p.m.

Men's Basketball
At Mankato State
University,
Bp.m.

Women's Basketball
at Mankato State University,
6p.m.

Student group holds
Superbowl food drive

SUNDAY
FOLKgaLORE
Listen to folk and bluegrass
music every Sunday at the
Java Z from 2 p.m. to
6 p.m.

MONDAY
Hardee's Comedy
Night
Joel Zimmer, who has
appeared on Comedy
Central, NBC Friday Night
Video's and Fox Nightshift,
will be at the Quarry 8 p.m.
To submit information for the
. events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

1997

TeenPAC, an student organization, is seeking
donations of non-perishable food and personal
care items as part of its "SOUPerbowl Sunday"
food drive.
Donations will be delivered to the salvation
anny, and can be dropped off at:MC's dugout,
O'hara's Pub, McRudy's, JD Beamer's, Geez
sports baF, both Cub Foods locations and all
SCSU residence halls.
Dominic Nelson, president of TeenPAC at
SCSU, encouraged students to bring donations to
superbowl parties they attend.
A pizza party will be awarded to the residence
hall with the most donations. The fund raiser will
run until January 28
Anyone needing more information can
contact TeenPAC at 1415 6th Ave. S. St. Cloud,
MN or by phone at (320) 202-95Q4

Require<;l assessment
testing for SCSU math
classes

Benton and Stearns
ask to be included in
disaster areas

Any SCSU students emolling in Math 130,
131 or 133 must have taken the math assessment
test. If a student enrolls in one of these classes
without taking the test, they will be dropped
from the class.
Testing dates are:
Wednesday, Jan. 29 at noon
Tuesday; Feb. 4 at 9 a.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 12 at noon
Thursday, Fed. 13 I p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 20 at 1 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 26 at noon
All test will be administCred in Engineering
and Computer.Center room 110. Students must
bring picture I.D. and arrive five minutes prior to
the scheduled test time.

Officials In Benton and Steams counties had
until Wednesday night to write a proposal to the
president and governor for financial aid to help
remove snow from their streets.
Commissioners from both counties passed
resolutions Tuesday asking to be included with
the southwestern states that have been declared
disaster areas. 1lte counties are asking to be
included in a $20 million disaster relief grant that
was issued by President Clinton Jan. 8.
Officials for both counties say they are not
positive on the exact amount of money spent on
snow ternoval this year, but both expect to be
over budget cQnsidering the heaviest snow
months of the year, February and March, are still
ahead. .

STATE
Education
Committee web

page created
In an effort to provide the public
with infonnation about House
Education Committee activities,
Rep. Lynd~n Carlson, Chair of the
committee, created a home page on
the World Wide Web.
The web site offers an overview
of the committee explainirig how it
functions and the names of the
committee members. It also offers
weekly reviews of meetings and
information on K-12 and postsecondary educational institutions,
career
planning,
stiltistical
infonnation, and other general
education infonnation.
The hom.e page's address is

& NATION

http://www.house.leg.state.rnn.us/c
omm/eduCatio/homep.ssi. It can
also be reached by visiting the
House page (http://www.house.
leg.state.mn.us), clicking on
"committees," and then on
"Education Committee.''.

Rodman settles
out of court
Chicago Bull's star Dennis
Rodman reportedly reached an outof-court settlement with the
cameraman he kicked in the groin.
Rodman and the Bulls were
playing the Minnesota Timber
wolves Jan. 15 at the Target Center
when Rodman stumbled out of
bounds over Eugene Amos, a
cameraman at court side. As Amos
turned the camera towards

Rodman, who was laying on the
floor, he was kicked in the groin.
Amos was taken off the court in a
stretcher, treated and released at a
local hospital.
1lte settlement is reported to be
$200,000. Rodman was fined
$25,000 by the National Basketball
Association and is currently serving
an I I-game suspension.

President Bill Clinton officially
started his second tenn as president
of the Unites Staled Moi-iday.
The event began with the
reciting of the oath of office
administered by Chief Justice
William Rehnquist. An inaugural

One hundred seven SCSU
students left as a result of being
called into service for World War
II.

Almost half of the I07 men
were part of the 47th "Viking"
division of the National Guard.
Most of the other men enlisted at
their own will.
. Roughly 79 ~rcent of the I07
men enlisted in the Air Force,
about 25 percent in the Navy. Only
three men enlisted in the Army or
the Marines.
Less than a month later, 20
more SCSU men enlisted in the
anned forces.

CoRRECTIONS
University Chronicle will

correct errors occurring in
its news articles. If you lind
a problem with a story - an
error of fact or point
requiring clarification please call (320) 255-4086.

Nicotine linked to

schizophrenics are heavy smokers.
Acetylcholine, the chemical in
the human brain that keeps the
mind focused, reportedly does not
function properly in some
individuals who are heavy smokers.
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parade down Pennsylvania Ave.
followed. The day ended with a
record 14 inaugural parties.
"We are the solution," is the
theme to Clinton's second tem1. He
urged politicians and citizens alike
to "Keep our old democracy forever
young.''

Schizophrenia
Bill Clinton
Scientists at University of
celebrates second California
Berkeley have identified
a genetic defect in people's brains
inauguration
that
explains
why
most

Bengal's Night '97
The biggest foreign student
event on campuS. Check
out Bangali cuisine, fashion,
dance and songs in Atwood
Memorial Center Ballroom
at 6 p.m. Tickets are
available in Atwood for $5.

24,
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Big Bang theory vs. the Bible
by Heidi Hersom

Ryan Meschk,e, president of IDEA,
said he was pleased that the speaker
covered both sides of the issue
objectively.

Atwood Little Theater.
The presentation was sponsored by
the Intellectual Discourse for the
Enhancement of Academics (IDEA).
Both SCSU students and members

"I think Pfeifer ,spent equal amounts ·
of time for both the creative and
evolution views," he said.

of the community were in attendance.

'The speaker was very good at not
throwing his own opinion and biblical
references in," said SCSU sophomore

David Evensen.
Pfeifer spoke of several related issues
includi.ng the Big Bang theory vs. divine
creation, and continental drift, Noah's
Ark, and the fossil record. One question
from the audience concerned Darwin's
deathbed disclaimer of his own theories.
Pfeifer said the reason Darwin did so was
because a Christian was sitting at
his deathbed and Darwin "gave
up."
Pfeifer allowed time to answer
questions from the audience. One student
asked if it was possible for evolution and
creation to work together. Pfeifer said the
existence of fossil records makes that
idea possible. ,l u..j ' · .,. ·

I{

"I think, I benefited because I like to
play devils advocate," Evans said.

The controversial 1opic of creation vs.
evolution was the subject of a
presentation Tuesday night in the

The presenter, Eric Pfeifer, who
graduated from SCSU with a Bachelor of
Science degree, did not state his own
beliefs. Instead, he looked at both sides of
the debate objectively.

p

Some students were disappointed that
the address was a present.ation instead ·of
a debate. SCSU sophomore Eric Evans
said he went to the presentation because
he thought there would be two people
expressing two view points. He said the
presentation was valuable to him,
howevef.

Speaker tackles the
debate between
evolution and creation

The presentation was the first event
hosted by IDEA since the group's
fonnation in fall quaner. The group's
goal is to attempt to raise both academic
and individual standards at SCSU
through intellectual discourse. Meschke
said the effort necessary to achieve this
goal comes from student work and
dedication.

"It took a lot of brainstonning to
make !he group work," said Meschke.
"IDEA is not doing as well as I'd like. I'd
hoped more dedicated students would be
interested to help fulfill the purpose."
Future presentations are planned. A
possible topic for a~ Fe9ruary address is
free will vs. determinism. Shanna Pfeifer,
a member of IDEA, said the group is
looking for inspired students who want to
challenge themselves. The cost to
become a member of IDEA is $5.00 per
quarter.
Interested students can e-mail Ryan
Mesc~k~ for .more. information at
meschr0"1@tigger..stcloud.msus.edu._

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU Alumnus Eric Pfeifer speaks about the debate ,between 'creation and evolution
Tuesday night in Atwood Little Theatre.

SCSUs new library to
Wednesday presentation
expand resources in 1999 ·tackles issues of women,
by Karlee Morgan
The process of allocating space within
SCSU's new library and Centennial Hall,
once the new library is complete, has begun.
The library is schedoled to open its. doors
in the fall of 1999. Constructioll is scheduled
LO start in late May or early June of this year.
Roseanna Ross, director of Faculty Center
for Teaching Excellence, said her department
will be relocated to the th.ird floor of the new
library.
"President Grube and the advisory board
were very supportive of the center moving to
the new library," Ross said.
,, The purpose of the center is to encourage
interaction and cooperation between faculty
of different departments. The present
location leaves much to be desired,
according to Ross.
"We are currently located in the basement
of the Leaming Resource Center and are not
easily handicap-accessible," Ross said.
"When you enter the bastment door, it takes
a while to find the center."
Ross said she believes the move to a more
central location will result in a better ability
to serve the facu lty and the campus as a
whole.
'"The key issues are accessibility and
technology for programming," Ross said.
'There is not enough space, and with the
new library, the faculty will have a place to
relax, read and get away from departmental
pressures."
Ross said she believes the move will be a
boost for faculty and put emphasis on the
primary mission of her department and of
SCSU: excellence in teaching.
Steve Ludwig, assistant vice president for
Facilities Management, said all the currem

functions in, the Leaming Resource Center
will be moved into the new library, except

!~u

~:ni~~~::t~~:~re~a~~nt~hew~~c;
accommodations will provide much-needed
space for students and resources, he

sai~;Inl979,lherewasmentionofacapacity
problem with the current library," Ludwig
said. 'The Leaming Resource Center has the
capacity for 8,000 to 9,000 students, which
isn't enough space for the SCSU campus."
Group study areas as well as space for the
electronics behind new technology, are also
needed, Ludwig explained.
"Now, there arc approximately 9,000
seats in the Leaming Resource Center, which
will be increased to 20,000 seats to allow
room for growth," Ludwig said

~~gn~:~~b~:ryLi;~~.~c~~~~~g t~~
John Berling, dean of Leaming Resources.
Centennial Hall will ktep its name, but will
be partitioned into different areas.
"Centennial Hall may possibly be used
for classes, faculty offices and a bookstore,"
Berling said.
.
The new library will cost approxiJnately
$35 million of which four million will come
from SCSU. The remainder will come from
the stale of Minnesota. The library will cover
213,000 square feet, as opposed to the
current 161,000 square feet in Centennial
Hall.
''The Learning Resource Library will be
built in the C.and O loLs, facing Barden Park .
~i!~d~!"~~;:~~r' 0 /~~~~::,,"
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beauty and aging
women
@wednesd~
r\Jl $ERIE
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by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

The Women's Center's "Women on
Wednesday" program dealt with the topic of
women, beauty, and aging this week.
The purpose of this presentation was to
portray how aging women are viewed in
today's society and culture.
According to Pamela Mittlefehldt an
associate professor and director of the Center
for Community Studies at SCSU, one of her
interests is how women are presented in-the
media. She has spent time looking al magazine
advertise'"ments to see what happens to women

LJ\J

according to M11tlefehldt.
Mittlefehldt said the message is that we can
minimize the effects of time.
"Youth is beauty and time is the attacker of
youth," said Mittlefehldt.
Mittlefehldt explored advertisements that
are changing the stereotypes. For instance,
women are represented as graduating and for
what they may have done for their
communities.

as they age.
Mittlefehldt compared women to a
sunflower: it blooms, lilts, and drops its seeds.
"If you begin to pay attention to
Mittlefehldt said women also age, but in our advertisements, once you reach 50, women
culture, women have not been allowed to ripen begin to appear as people with vitality,"
and go.to full bloom.
Mittlefchldt said.
"When we think of women and aging, there
Brennan explored aging as a woman from
is, again, a double standard," Mittlefehldt said. the angle of being a lesbian. Lesbians arc less
"Men are powerful and successful as they age. · focused on attractiveness in this culture,
It's their destiny. As for women, they become according to Brennan.
more vulnerable. They conserve themselves."
"Lesbians may have a couple of
According to Nancy Brennan, associate advantages," Brennan said. "One is a mastery
professor in the Department of Social Work, of independence, which is created over the
men with gray hair are c6nsidered lifetime of a lesbian. This independence serves
distinguished. With women, it is thought of as lesbians well as they age."
being old.
According to Brennan, there is an attitude
In advertisements, old age is not seen as

said. 'The top floor "will be squared with ~:~t~!~ t:u~~d;~~thwi:d ~~~~inf,1~!
fifth avenue to place the library in the messages use the language of military
community."
warfare. For example, defense and combat

that lesbians do not age; they just disappear.
Mittlefehldt concluded by saying women
should become comfortable with their bodies
and the aging process. Women should
celebrate who they are.
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Attorney speaks about profession
. by Cathy Houdek
The SCSU Pre-Law Association
sponsored a meeting Tµesday
between a St. Cloud attorney and
students.

Students gathered in the
Mississippi Room of Atwood
Memorial Center to listen to
Patricia Dolenz speak of her
personal experiences in lhe legal

profession.
Dolenz began her career at the

Minnesota
Department
of
Transportation. She said working
for MnDOT helped her learn about
engineering, which helped her in
her early years as a lawyer.
While working for MnDOT,
Dolenz attended college at the
University of Minnesota. After
completing her undergraduate
studies, she continued her
schooling, taking up graduate
studies in law.

'The University of Minnesota is
a good law school," Dolenz said. ''It
helps you to think analytically, to
see both sides of situations. You
are taught to think like a lawyer."

Kristine White/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

After graduating from law
school, Dolenz went to work for a
general practi.ce finn. She said it
helped her decide what area of law
she wanted to specialize in, which
turned out to be family law.

Patricia Dolenz spoke to members of the PrH.aw Association at their meeting Tuesday morning. Dollens specializes in divorce and
child custody cases. Also pictured are members Kate Westad (left) and Andrea Kiehl, both junior pre-law majors.

"I was thinking when I went to
law school that I wanted to do
environmental law, kind of what I
was doing for MnDOT. I did not
want to do faniily Jaw. I absolutely
hated it when I got out of law
school."

"It helps to see what drives
them, what interests them," Klitzke
said.

Dolenz described the pros and
cons of family law. She said one of
the most challenging aspects of the
area is handling the strong emotions
associated with divorce and child
custody.
With high-tension emotion$
present, clients are demanding of a
lawyer's time and attention. Dolenz
suggested people who want to work
in law first gain experience in a

high-pressure environment. In
addition, Law is a a business, and
can be expensive, according to
Dolenz. Getting people to pay bills
is a constant challenge.

Dolenz said she in order to be a
good lawyer, a person must collect
knowledge on termino_logy and
achieve work experience before
entering law school.

about meeting legal professionals is
"being able to see diversity in
attorneys, their perception of what
they practice and how much they
are in love with it."

Despite these drawbacks,
Dolenz said she enjoys working in
family faw because of the
immediate results she witnesses in
families.

"Knowledge gained through
working is helpful in the real world,
to understand how businesses
work," Dolenz said.

Klitzke described an accident
attorney at a meeting last year who
practiced law for the money, and
another who enjoyed the adrenaline
rush.

Dolenz said in the practice
because she loves children and
wants to help families.
During the question and answer
session, students asked questions
about child development, advice on
law schools, advertising for a
career, and preparation for ·Jaw
school.

Currently, ,Dolenz is involved
with cases dealihg with children.
She has done studies on child
development to better understand
and deal with children at different
stages in life.

"You get to see a perception of
law and it kind of gives you a better
understanding of why you want to
go inio it, or what you are getting
into before you get into it," Klitzke
said.

The Pre-Law Association has
had lawyers talk to students in the
In addition to hosting questionpast. SCSU junior Dale Klitzke, and-answer sessions with attorneys
president of the
Pre-Law ·the Pre-Law Association offers a
Association, said that the best thing mentorship
program,
where

students spend time one-on-olle
talking with lawyers.

Dolenz said if ' she was
invited next year, she would
gladly come. She concluded by
saying students should avoid
committing themselves to one field
or another. '
"Never go into law school
thinking 'I'm going to be a this or a
that'," she said.
The Pre-Law Association meets
at JO a.m. Tuesdays in the
Missi~sippi Room of Atwood
Center.

Survey gauges campus opinion of SCSU
SuNey results reveal university's values
by Steve Linders
STAFF WRITER

The Strategic Planning Committee has
made public the results of an extensive
survey of SCSU students, staff and alumni
conducted over the past six months. ·
According to Professor Brad Chisholm,
who is a member of the committee that
worked on the- survey, · the purpose of the
survey was to find out what about the
university is valued by each of the groups.
"We wanted to determine what about the
school is valued by the students, faculty, and
alumni," Chisholm said. "By getting their
input we can determine what our strengths
and weaknesses are and highlight our
strengths."
The survey asked staff members 124
questions through the mail. Students and
· alumni were asked 52 questions over the
telephone. Twenty-six questions were asked
of all three groups. The questions covered a
variety of issues ranging from intercollegiate
athletics to liberal arts education. Participants

were questioned to rate the issues on a scale
of one 10 five; five being the most impon.ant.
80

fairness a 4.56 rating and harassment-free
environment a 4.55, but listed intellectual
inquiry as a 4.56.

STRAJEGIC

The co6peration rate for the surveys were
percent
for ~~=~~==~~~~

students,
percent
fo, alumni89 and
50
percent for the staff,
all
of
which
constituted a valid
sample.

~~
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fin~c:~~;
survey, students and
alumni valued a
harassment-free
environment the most,
giving it a 4.73 and
4.61
raiing,
respectively. It was

followed
fairness
with 4.68byand
4.42
ratings, and career
development at 4.65
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and4.52.
Faculty agreed with students, giving

"People

feel

that

SCSU is a environment
safe, secure,
supportive
in which to study and
worki" Chisholm said:
''That gives us an
indication that we
should cominue to make
safety a priority."
In
addition
to
showing what people
value about SCSU, the
surve)' showed what is
not valued. The bottom
five categories were
intercollegiate athletics,
open
1raditional admissions,
curriculum,
spirituality
and
traditional values.

With the results tabula1ed and the final
report available to the public, the process of

utilizing the infonnation ·can begin.
According to Professor Bill Langen it will be
a long, complicated process.
'This university will not put together a
half-baked plan," Langen said. "We will ..
meet with President Grube and develop a
plan that the committee, the president, and the
university can be proud of."
Langen said that the process of
developing and canying out the survey was
exhausting.
He
commended
the
administration, union, and campus
community for cooperating and making the
survey a relative success.
"We have done rriore here since last late
April than any other campus has been able to
do i"n two years," Langen said. "I have never
worked with a more hard-working, serious
and orderly group of people."
Langen said he hopes the chore of
implementing a plan to utilize the
infonnation will be a success. Members of
the committee will meet with university
President Grube and set the process in
motion.
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Mumps case reported in Health Services
Seriousness of disease greater in adults because of side effects, vaccinations suggested
by Tamera J. Manning
A case of lhe mumps was

oonfinned on campus last week by
Health Services. Blood test results
from a studem were sent to the
Minnesota Department of Health

and it confinned the findings of
Health Services.
The mumps are a contagious
viral infection.

Health Services advising
physician Dr. John Hann said that
the mumps are more complicated in
adults ihen in children.

"Fifteen percent of adults have a
chance of developing meningitis,"

he said.

"Twenty-five percent of

the adult cases cause inflammation
of the testicles in men, and

inflammation of the ovaries for

women." Hann said that swelling of
die pancreas and thyroid gland are
also possible, though the exact

percentage of cases is unknown.
Hann said the mumps have an
incubation p'.eriod lasting an
average of 18 days.
"Period of infection is five to six
days before the salivary gland
swells. Remaining time for the
infection is another five to six days.
That is an average ·or nine to 10
days that a person is contagious."
That's what makes mumps a
s~rious pro~lem, accofding to
Hann. "A person who becomes
infected, · and
is
therefore
contagious, may not even be aware
of it, Hann said."
The danger increases for
students who haven't had their

measles, mump~ "and rubella
(MMR) vaccination.
"Approximately 200 students on
campus haven't received their
vaccination shots," Hann said.
•
Students who have had their
MMR vaccination, or those who
have already had the infection, are
immune to a second bout of
mumps.
Rene Frauendienst of Steams
County Public Health said that
there has been one case of the
mumps cpnfinned for the county
this year.
Students who haven't had an
MMR vaccination, or feel they may
have symptoms that resemble those
of mumps, should contact their
regular physician or Health
Services at 255-4856.

MUMPS ARE INFECTIOUS
■

Mumps are an infection caused by a virus similar to the influenza
virus.
■ Mumps cause fever, headache, and swollen, painful
glands under the jaw. Symptoms include neck or ear
pain, loss of appetite, tiredness, headache, and lowgrade fever.
■ The number of mumps cases peaks during the
winter-spring, but cases occur year- round. Outbreaks
have been common wherever there are large groups
of children or young adults in close contact with each
other, such as in schools.
■ Mumps are not as contagious as measles or chickenpox. A person is
considered to be contagiOlls from three days before to the !Ourth day of
active disease, and even those who have few or no symptoms can
transmit the disease. Trar\smission of the virus is through direct contact
with infected fluids, or contaminated objects such as toys and dishes.
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New scholarship namedfor Neidermeier
Accounting scholarship available to students with 2.0 GPA or higher
by Brian Wierima

scholarship award is worth between

$TAFF WRITER

$300 to $500 and will be awarded
at least for the next two years said

The
SCSU
Foundation
announced a memorial scholarship
~ been established by the family
of the late Fr.lllcis Neidenneier.
The
Francis
Neidermeier
Accounting Scholarship is a
memorial gift offered to freshman
1hrough senior students majoring in
accounting. The scholarship will be
awarded by the accounting
scholarship committee.
.The one time ,9.r , ren_e)Vabk

standing with an above C average,"
Mary Neidenneier said.
Mary Neidenneicr said financial
Jan Deberry Zniewski, Director of need is not considered to qualify for
Development at the SCSU the scholarship. She said the
Foundation.
scholarship could go to a student
"(The family) thought for from a middle-class family.
memorials
we
would
like
Mary Nei_dermeier said her
something to go back to the college husband didn't receive financial aid
he worked at," said Mary when he attended college, thus
Neidenneier, wife of the late Fran forcing him to take quarters off
Neidenneier.
from school to work.
"I believe this is one way to help
M_ary Neidenneier said the
qualifications are general.
future students accomplish their
"It should be a student in good . goals in some~small way," Mary

Neidenneier said.
Fran Neidermeier graduated
from SCSU in 1968 with a degree
in marketing and general business.
He was a long-time employee of
the business office at SCSU. He
startedasanaccountantin 1971 and
eventually became the director of
purchasing for the business office.
"(Fran Niedenneier) was very
dedicated to his position and I think
he felt the business office as his
second family," Mary Neidenneier
said. "We received lots of support
from .the college so. he had lots. of .

friends."
Diana
Burlison,
business
manager at the business office, said
Fran Neidenneicr loved his job and
was dedicated to it.
"Fran (Neidenneier) got along
well with everybody," Burlison
said. "He had a real easygoing
personality and was always very
cheerful. He had his priorities and
his life very well identified."
The SCSU Foundation will
accept gifts and 'r0ntributions for
the
Francis
Neidenneier
Accounting Scholarship.

BUCK
NIGHT

Ski Special
Every Sun & Wed Evenings
(4 pm to close)
lift ticket ........•.•..•. $9.00
Ski Rental Package ••• $9.00

Powder Ridge Ski Area
Kimball

For info call 320-398-7200 or 1-800-348-7734

16 oz. of our own

rnicrobrewed Beer onl!:::I $1.25
gunday B p.rn.-12 a.rn. s Mon-:-Thur. rp p.rn.-la.rn.
All Appetizers V2 off
gundays B-10 p.rn. s Mon. - Thur. 10 p.rn.-1 a.rn.
~

Experience The Best Pool tables and
Dart Boards in gt. Cloud.
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APAR.1MENIS WITH COMPUTERS
WOULD YOU LIKE
IN-HOUSE COMPUTER
WITH ACCESS TO
· •.,, >·
MNWAS WEATHER
}\ .
SYSTEM, UNIVERSITY
't,a~
LIBRARY AND MORE
--,,,.m,
IN YOU NEW APARTMENT BUILDING'

·

BRIDGEVIEW WFST AND BRIDGEVIEW sourn
THE ONLY APARlMENTS WITH COMPUTERS FOR
STUDENT USE AT NO EXIRA CHARGE AVAIIABLE
24 HOURS ADAY.

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259
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Volunteers
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These agencies are di verse, volunteer for ··several years. She
ranging
from
the
Girl . said her experiences have ranged
Scouts, United Way, · St. Cloud from working with minority
Hospital, Women's, House, the children to playing bingo with the
homeless shelter .ind the Salvation elderly.
Army.
"I believe that my experiences
SCSU is one of few universities with Volunteer uink have given
in the country which gives students me an interesting outlook on
an official institutional transcriPt the
world,"
Kunze
said.
documef)ting not only grades, but "Sometimes we, as college
membership in organizations, as students, complain about money,
well as community service hours.
classes, each other and things like
According
to
Overland, that. We don't see how the other
employers and graduate schools half live."
request infonnation regarding what
Kunze said she encourages
students do alxwe and beyond class students to consider volunteering
work.
their time for a worthy cause.
Seniof Sandy Kunze has been a
"For the past four years I have

Peterson

Shane A. Opatr/ASSJSTANT PHOTO EDfTOR

WCCO-TV news anchor Don Shelby spoke Tuesday afternoon

about his views on freedom of the press and citizenship in the
Atwood Memorial Center Ballroom.
"I know that tonight at I 0
o'clock, I can't tell you enough
about Bosnia in 15 seconds."
Shelby said. "My job is to give you
the headlines, your job is to fill in
the blanks."
Shelby cited studies which
indicate college students' lack of
interest in the country and the

issues.
There are three parts to good
citizenship, according to Shelby.

Improving one's self, improving the
lives of others and improving one's
community and country. To
improve the communit}' or country
one must know what iS going on
rathir than leUing life happen.
"As citizens we've given up."
Shelby said. "We've turned over the
election of our presidents anc_i our
congressll)en and our legislators to
other people. Our life is happening
to us. Our world is changing and

our heads are spinning and we don't
know how to stOp it"
The result of taking citizenship
more seriously is that what one
wants to know becomes the same as
what one needs to know, Shelby
said. This reflects the question
which the media has been asking
for years: should we give them
what they need to know or should
we give them what they want lo
know?
Shelby is a long-time member of
the WCCO-TV team and has a long
list of achievements. He created the
"I-Team," which is known for its
investigative stories. While a
member of the team, Shelby won
three Emmy awards as well as the
Peabody Award, which is the
journalistic equivalent of the
Pulitzer Prize. He was also named
Martin Luther Humanitarian or' the
Year in 1993.

• 363-7797
• 4 rope -tows
• L.:ighted hills that range from mild
to wild!
·
• Warm chalet and snack bar
• $8 for adults $6 for children
• $6 for groups of 20 or more
• 2 New snow-boarding hills

r----------------------,
~----------------------~

I
I
I

SCS SPECIAL:

.

BUY TWO TOW TICKETS

GET ONE FREE!!!

Private parties with beverage may
reserve the hill only after 9 p.m.

Open 12 - 9p.m.
everyday

4 Miles south of St. Joe on Cty. Rd. 2 until
Junction 160, then right 1 mile
THIS COUPON NOT VAL)D ON PRIVATE PARTIES
OR WITH OTHER PECIALS

I
I
I

Students
should
attend
Peterson's presentation in order to
become aware of"their rights and
responsibilites in the workplace,
Olsen said. Awareness of these
crucial components leads to a safe
and hannonious environment.
"We all as responsible citizens
need to be aware of how we are a
part of the climate in the
workplace," . Olsen said. "I want
people to know their employment
rights and also their responsibility
as employees."
Peterson's visit is an attempt to
explore issues pertaining to beau1y.
It is imperative that people
comprehend the impact beauty has
on people, Olsen said.
"What we want to do is to create
dialogue and discussion," she said.
"Laurie Peterson will definitely do
that."
Peterson, who has appcar'ed
in Newsweek, Redbook and
Seventeen, and on CNN's "Lany
King Live," said college women
are the most susceptible to
sexual • harassment
in
the
workplace because they are
unaware of the signs of it and the
proper steps in dealing effectively
with harassers.
"Many college women are either
just entering the work force or
preparing to do so," Peterson said.
'This leaves them open to being

done a lot," Kunze said. "I would
say my most rewarding job was my
work with minority children. They
were so happy to see me conle and
play with them."
Overland said she has an
optimistic perspective on the future
of Volunteer Link.
"l forsee that Volunteer Link
will not only grow in community
service hours, as tar as matching
students with community needs, but
I believe you will see an increase in.
the · number of academic courses
that will have a services learning
component integrated within its
curriculum," Overland said.

PAGE 1
exploited
by
unscrupulous representative of the American
individuals." .
Spectator, a conservative magazine
Peterson -said
she
has responsible for revealing President
represented women who filed Clinton's alleged sexual misdeeds
harassment
charges
against while governor of Arkansas.
celebrities such as Minnesota
This individual requested that
Vikings quarterback Warren Moon Peterson accept Paula Jones as a
and coach Dennis Green. Although client and assist in her lawsuit
she declined to discuss the outcome against the president. She said she
of the case, she said the time lias declined the case, not for political
come for women to stand up to reasons, but because "it didn't smell
right."
these sports icons.
Women must become aware of
"Many of these guys think they
are bigger than life," Peterson said. the signs of sexual harassment,
'"They think they are untouchable." Peterson said. The most pervasive
Peterson said she has faced type is called the "hostile
where
male
veiled threats and other forms of environment,·•
intimidation for her work.
employers simply ignore their
Peterson's most celebrated case female co•workers, refusing to
is her battle with Hooter's, an acknowledge inpu( from them and
Atlanta-based restaurant she passing over female applicants in
referred to derisively as a the promotion process.
"breastauranl" She has filed ten
Another form of sexual
lawsuits against Hooter's and said harassment is called "quid pro
another one is pending.She said quo," in which women are made to
places such as Hooter's are directly feel pressured to sleep with their
responsible for the continued employers for fear of losing their
degredation of women.
jobs.
'This is the most damaging,"
"Anytime you have a place
where women are forced to dress in Peterson said. "I have seen women
skimpy outfits and show off their have serious nervous breakdowns
breasts and buttocks to leering over this."
customers, such stuff is tantamount
Olsen said she wants to see
to sexual harassment," she said,
every seat in the South Voyageur
Peterson said she has had Room filled Wednesday.
another interesting case come her
"Each and every one of us can
way. She was approached by a gain something by attending Laurie
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Captain Ron's ·heats _u p wintertime
by Jodi L. Wallin
STAFF WRITER

Winter weather got you down?

Looking for fun in the sun? So
arc other college students, and

time is running ou1 to reserve a
spot in the tropics for that week
of warmth known as spring
break.
"If you know you're going to
go, don' t waste any time.

Full paymem is due now," · said

Ron Trester. manager of Captain
Ron's

and

Captain

Ron's

Too, tanning salons that specialize
in spring break packages during
the february to April season.
Trester said the Acapulco trip
scheduled through his firm was.

sold out at thi s time last year.

Even though another 100 tickets
were added to round trip and
hotel packages, Trester expects
a phone call any day saying
the Acapulco packages are sold.

out.

Lu.kas Johnson/STAFF PHaroGRAPHER

One person who is going to

Acapulco this year is Michelle
Johnson, a senior majoring in
elementary education.
"We didn't get to go to Acapulco
(last year). We were way too late,"
Johnson said. "We went (lo buy our
tickets) fi rst this year. We're
.definitely going."
Johnson and her three
roommates have been on spring
break vacations through Captain
Ron's for the past three years. Their
sophomore year they went to
Mazatlan and last year they headed
to Cancun.
All three places are popular
destinations with the college
crowd and constitute a large portion
of the trips Captain Ron's sells to
SCSU students, according to
Trester.
"Mazatlan is . usually the
cheapest," Trester said. "Most ·

At Captain Ron's Too in Atwood Memorial Center, senior Holli Kath cuts senior Pat Mulcahy's hair. Captian Ron's and Captian Ron's
Too are offering spring break specials for college students.
(students) go to Acapulco , or
Mazatlan."
·
Trester · and his wife, Janell
Jones-Trester, owner of Captain
Ron's, also sell hotel-only packages
for Florida and South Padre Island,
Texas, trips, as well as Colorado ski
trips.

The seven-day trips lo Mexi~o
include round-trip airfare from
Minneapolis and hotel costs. Cost
varies with destination.
Students who purchase tickets
from Captain Ron's are given free
tanning sessions to help the
students' skin adjust from bleak
Minnesota days to tropical sun
exposure.
"A lot of spring breakers
use 1anning packages so they
don't bum themselves on the

first day out there," Jones-Trester
said.
The tanning included in the
packages ranges from three to ten
sessions. Ten tanning sessions are
available for students who
purchased
packages
before
Thanksgiving.
Another perk for those who
purchase
packages
through
Captain Ron's is eligibility to
win pri zes totaling nearly
$1,000. -Winners will be notified
two weeks before break. Prizes
include round-trip limousine rides
to the airport, cash, tanning sessions
and lotions.
"Why book anywhere else
when, for the same price, you get ·
all this free stuff?" Trester asked.
For those who cannot afford a

tropical vacation, there is a chance tanning salon business since its
to win two trips - one to Cancun inception in 1993. Each of the first
two years of business, only 24
and the other to Mazatlan through Captain Ron's at a contest tickets were sold,. but the business
held Thursdays at the Red Carpet has been growing yearly, according
Nightclub.
to Trester.
Thursday is the last of the six
Captain Ron's has sold between
weekly contest events, which 150 and 200 trips this year.
included such tasks as singing the
"It's something to look forward
theme song to Gilligan's Island to, to get you through winter
while standing on one foot , quarter," Johnson said "Just getting
rubbing the stomach and tapping tan, getting drunk, your usual
the head.
partying. We always have a blast
Raffle tickets are given to those when we go."
who attend. From those raffle • Captain Ron's is located near
tickets, winners are drawn for the Halenbeck at 11 00 4th Avenue
trips and 20 door prizes including Sou1h. Captain Ron's Too is
shot glasses and beer mugs.
loqted in Atwood Memorial
The Red Cai-pet contest is new Center. Spring break packages
for Captain RoTl·s, but the spring can be purchased at either
break trips have been part of the location.

Students learn how to play the game
investments, members research and invest
in stocks. Twenty-five dollars is asked of
the club's members each quarter and 20
If you've been keeping ail eye on dollars per person is investe.d in chosen
stocks for the past few months, you are stocks.
The club researches and discusses with a
a decade behind in the game compared to
the SCSU Investment ~ - - - - - - - - ~ stock broker the stocks in
which they are i'nterested
Club.
in
investing.
The Investment Club
Occassionally, the club
originated ten years ago
meets with CEO's of
when Howard Bohen,
companies that the club
professor of finance,
is interested in before
started it.
investing.
'The main purpose
In, the past, students
of the club is to learn
liquidated th£ir money
more about investing
· upon graduation. They
in
stocks,"
said
recieved the money they
senior Justin .O' Keefe,
invested plus the average
Fonner president and
return for each of the
current member of the
quarters
they were
club.
involved. The policy
In order to expand
changed in the spring of
their experience with
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

1996. Since the installation of the new policy, places such as the New York Stock Exchange,
graduating seniors receive plaques with their the Chicago Board of Trade, the Chic3go
names on them, and the club retains their Merchantile Exchange and the Chicago
investments.
Board of Options.
The Investment
Currently, the
Club
participates
club has $4,000
invested. The
in service projects
as
well.
Last
goal of the
winter,
members
policy change is
to be able to
The main purpose the helped with Project
Care by shoveling
invest
larger
club is to learn more
driveways of two
sums of money
elderly people who
about investing in stocks. were unable to
do so themselves.
the spring of
Justin O'Keefe
The
club
also
1998, have close
MEMBER, INVESTMENT CLUB
participated
in·
to
$10,000
invested.
Adopt-A-Block and
other
projects
The
Investment Club has investments in seven through Volunteer Link.
The Investment Club is 80 percent finance
stocks.
In addition to investing money in the stock majors and 20 percent business majors,
market, the Investment Club travels to tour according to O'Keefe.
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"If you aren't fired with enthusiasm, you will be fired with enthusiasm." - Vmce Lombardi
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With your help,
MDA is building
a tomorrow without
neuromuscular diseases.
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Muscular Dystrophy Association
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SENIOR PLEDGE CAMPAIGN KI CKOFF

4:00 p.m to 7:00 pm
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Special discount coupons for Seniors available
3:00 to 4:00 pm Little theater lounge, Atwood
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Workshop: Image is Everything ~ How to Control Yours For
3:00 to 4:00 pm Little theater, Atwoo·d ·'
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BAGELS & BEVERAGES
Drop off your SENIOR PLEOCE CARD and receive a
FREE GIFf!
10 am to 2 pm Alumni House
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Sponsored by Senior Pledge Program, SCSU Foundation.
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All roads lead to one or another of MDA's 230
clinics offering medical and support services to
people affected by neuromuscular diseases.

'MDR
Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
People help MDA. .. because MDA helps people
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NCC makes Hinzman center of attention
Huskies' post receives player of the week honors from conference
by Rob LaP/ante

Pelowsk..i.
Pelowsk..i said he h.as seen a part
of Hinzman's game improve each
The past three years. Jon year he has been on the team.
'The biggest thing I've, noticed
Hinzman's task was to stop some of
the best centers in the Nonh Central in. (Hinzman), is his constant
year-after-year,"
Conference. This season, those improvement
NCC centers are trying to stop Jon Pelowski said. "He has the ability to
keep improving because of his
Hinzman.
Although the SCSU men's work ethic. He definitely is one of
basketball team split on their recent the hardest working guys on the
road trip the University of South team."
Part of th~t work ethic consists
Dakota and Morningside College,
Hinzman's career weekend saw him of going back to Elmwood, Wis.
score 59 points and grab 25 during the summers to work at his
rebounds in two games and earned parent's farm. As well as being an
him the honor of NCC player of the avid weight lifter, he also plays
basketball in a summer Pro-Am
week.
It marks the second different league in the Twin Cities to help
Husky this season to get the honor keep in game fonn.
"It's·my third year in the (Pro(the first was senior guard Tony
Morrow) and Hinzman credits his Am league)," Hinzman said. 'There
are a lot of Gopher players and a lot
teammates for his recent success.
"Any guy on any given night can of quick players in that league. It
lead this team," Hinzman said. really keeps me in shape and keeps
"Last weekend, the guys were me from_ losing that game
doing a good job of looking for me mentality."
While Hinzman is always on the
and getting the ball where I was
go, he said he likes to spend his_rafe
able to hit some easy shots."
At 6-7, 260 pounds, Hinzman is spare time hanging out at home,
not a typical sized center, but with watching sports ·on television on the
the strength he possesses, he is very couch.
"Right now I'm taking 20
difficult to defend around the
credits," Hinzman said. "When I do
basket.
When asked with what National find some spare time, I usually like
Basketball Association player he to sit around with my roommates
would like his game to be and watch sports and just relax."
'Two of his roommates
compared, Hinzman chose Houston
Rockets power forward Charles (Pelowski, and freshman Jerod
Marson) are also his teammates on
Barkley.
"(Barkley) is a physical player this year's squad.
Pelow ski said on or off the court,
and even though he is not the tallest
guy in the league, every night he Hinzman goes about his business
battles the guys that are bigger than the same way.
"Off the coun (Hinzman) is a
him," Hinzman said. "Every game
I'm usually matched up against pretty friendly and mellow guy,"
guys bigger and taller than me, but Pelowski said. "On the court or
I'll go out and battle anyone and whatever he does, he gives it his all
give it my all every time 9own the and tries to make as much fun out of
each particular assignment he's
court."
.
One player who has seen the given."
''I'll do whatever it takes to
biggest · improvements since
Hinzman came into the league three win," Hinzman said.
So far this season, Hinzman has
years ago is senior captain Jason
STAFF WRITER

Scott Anderson/STAFF PH(JfOGRAPHER

SCSU center Jon Hinzman has blossomed into one of the NCC's premie~ post players in his third
season. The Elmwood, Wis., native earned player of the week honors last weekend.
led the team in rebounding in 15 of
17 games played and this year he is
averaging 8.4 rebounds per game as
well as 13.4 points per game.
Saturday night, Hinzman and
the Huskies (13-4 overall, 5-3
NCC) will travel to Mankato State

University to take on the first place
Mavericks (13-4 overall, 6-2 NCC).
MSU is led by 6-7 forward
David Kruse's 20 ppg and 6-7
center Jamie Nelson's 13.3 ppg.
"It's a critical game for us,"
Hinzman said. "(MSU) is always a

big rival and if we can go down
there and play good defense and do
what has gotten us here so far, we
should come away with a win."
Hinzman and the Husk..ies will
tip off at 8 p.m. at MSU's Otto
Arena.

Huskies look to gain respect against Fighting Irish
by Kerry Collins

Notre Dame is led in scoring by Joe
·ousbabek and Brian . Urick, both with 11
goals and ten assists.
The Fighting Irish also have a solid
When the SCSU hockey squad travels to
South Bend, Ind., this weekend, the Huskies netminder in Matt Ei:;ler. The junior
goaltender
has 3.43 goals against average and
will be looking for respect from the nation's
has posted a .884 save percentage.
pollsters.
Eisler's goals against average this season
Despite being tied for first in the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association, the Huskies is the lowest by a Notre Dame goalie since
cracked the top ten in the polls for the first 1971.
"We've just got to get off a l_ot of shots
time this season.
"We feel like we're one of the top teams against (Eisler)," Parrish said. "We'fe pretty
good
offensively, and if we keep making him
around even though (the polls) don't give Us
any credit," said sophomore Mark Parrish. give rebound after rebound, he's not going to
"We need to get a couple of wins this stop them all."
Notre Dame plays in the Central
weekend to boost that ranking."
The Huski~ will face the University of Collegiate Hockey Association, and if SCSU
Notre Dame in SCSU's second non- can sweep the Irish (7-15-1 overall, 5-11-1
CCHA), the Huskies' national power ranking_
conference tilt of the season.
Earlier this season, the Huskies swept St. would get a big boost.
''They've been struggling lately and if we
Lawrence University of the Eastern
don't sweep them it will be tough to keep our
Collegiate Athletic Conference.
power ranking up," senior Dave Paradise said.
SPORTS EDITOR

"We want to earn some respect. If we go 4-0
in non-conference games, it will help a great
deal."
The Husk..ies and the Irish have not played
each other since 1990, when SCSU swept
Notre Dame.
Because SCSU does not have much
experience against the CCHA, the two squads
don't know a great deal about each other.
"We've got to come out and play our
game," Paradise said. "Anytime you play a
team you haven't seen and don't know much
about, you've got to try and score right away
to set them back and set the tempo for the
series."
Traditionally, the Fighting Irish are a big
team, and Notre Dame's squad this season is
no exception.
"We know they're young and good-sized,"
Parrish said. "We know they are going to
come out hitting."
The Huskies are the only Western
Collegiate Hockey Association squad that is

playing a non-conference series this
weekend, so SCSU will be interested at the
scores of the other games around the league.
"Ideally, we'd like the teams on the
bottom of the league to come out of this
weekend with sweeps, but we know that
probably won't happen,'' Parrish said. "At
least, we're hoping for most of the teams to
split." ·
There may be a lot of WCHA scorewatching by the Husk..ies this weekend, but
Paradise said SCSU has to concentrate on the
Irish, even if they are a non-conference
opponent.
'These two games are as important for us
as any two," Paradise said. "We've got to be
prepared for Notre Dame and worry about
what's after them after our series with them.
This is a big series for us in a lot of ways."
After the Notre Dame series, the Huskies
return to WCHA action against Colorado
College. SCSU will host the 1igers Feb. I and
2 at the National Hockey Center.
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Senior has grown into one of SCSUs 'Best'
"He kind of struggled in his first couple
years and it's nice to see him happy with
himself and playing well in his senior
In his five years as a member of the season."
Best said that his game ,wouldn't be _
hockey program, Randy Best has come a
where it is if it was not for Pis work ethic.
long way.
"I've worked as hard as I could every
The senior from St. Paul, Minn., has
gone from playing in only 15 games and day for five years," Best said. "Instead of
scoring one point as a freshman to one of hoping things would happen, I knew 1
Would have to make them happen."
the Huskies' most reliable defensemen.
After Best's sophomore season, the rest
"(Best) has shown a lot of improvement
every year," said senior captain Mike of the Huskies noticed that Best had been
O'Connell. "His confidence has grown each making things happen. Best received the
year and the coaches' confidence in him has most improved player award from his
also grown. There is no question that has teammates in the 1994-95 season.
''That honor was a real positive for me,"
helped him."
Best is tied for fifth on the Huskies in Best said. 'There is just something to
scoring (4 goals-7 assists-I I points), and his working even harder when people .noticed
you've impro'ved."
four goals leads all SCSU defensemen.
· Best may not be the most famous Husky,
"I just try to be a steady defenseman and
but
he said he lives for practices.
use my offense whenever possible," Best
"I get the most excitement in practice.
said.
In his first three seasons with the You have to go as hard as you can in
Huskies, Best scored a total of 11 points. practice because that's where things
The senior cites his increase in points this happen," Best said. "I may not be in the
limelight, but that doesn't bother me at all."
season to an increase in opportunities.
One of three seniors on this year's
'That has to do with more playing time,"
Best said. ''The opportunities are there now. squad, Best is not a captain like O'Connell,
It's amazing what happens when you get the and is not as flashy as forward Dave
Paradise. But, O'Connell said Best does his
puck on the net."
Best and O'Connell have spent the same job as well as anyone on the team.
"He has a role and accepts it and
amount of time in the program, and are
linemates this season. Because the two have understands it," O'Connell said. "He shows
played together so long, they know where what you need to do to be successful. He
plays his role to the best of his ability and
the other is going to be on the ice.
"It's a lot of fun playing with him," Best he's successful."
Best has consistently gotten more
said. "He has helped my game because I
trust him and know where he's going to be. skillful in his time at SCSU, and O'Connell
We can read and react to each other and it's said the Huskies can rely on him for a solid
performance every night.
nice to have a linemate like that."
"He just plays hard and physical every Julia PetersonlPHarOF.DfTOR
O'Connell said he is happy that he's
been a part of Best's growth as a player.
nigh~," O'Connell said. "If you want Senior defenseman Randy Best has become one of the Huskies' steadiest blue-liners
"It's just great to sec how far he has ~:t:~e;~:~.. hard play, you can always this season. Best is tied for !ifth. on the Huskies in points scored (11), and his four
come through the years," O'Connell said.
Y
goals are the most scored this season by an SCSU delenseman.

by Kerry Collins
. SPORTS EDITOR

SCSU University Program Board ~
Performing Arts Committee and
The Chamber Music Society of St. Cloud li}3
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8 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 6 Kimberly. Ritsche Auditorium.
Free with SCSU ID, $6 Non-SCSU students/ senior citizens/ children.
Tickets available in Atwood Center 118 or at the door.
For more information call UPB Office Atwood 118, (320)255-2205.
Thi s concert is made possible in part by a grant from the Minne~ota State Arts
Board through an appropriation by the Minnesota Legislature, and in part by a
grant from the National Endowment for the Arts. This event is also paid for in
part by SCSU sLUdent activity fee dollars. Concert sponsor: First Bank
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SCSU set for familiar foes Huskies to hit mat
against Mavericks

by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

The longest standing rivalry for the SCSU women's
basketball team will be reunited once again when the
Huskies take on Mankato State University this

Saturday.
.
SCSU leads the all-time series between the two
teams 32-31, but have only won once in their last 12 .
meetings.
Both the Huskies (6-11 overall, 1-7 North Central
Conference) and the Mavericks (5-12 overall, 1-7
NCC) are struggling this season and head coach Lori
Ulferts said this is a team that the Huskies can beat.
"Both teams are similar this season, but the

difference is (MSU) doesn't have the injuries like we
do," Ulferts said. "We can win if we play very well

· defensively and we shoot the ball better."
The Huskies will look to sophomore guard Katie
Shea, who scored 28, 27 and 23 points in her last three
games to lead the Huskies.
They will also look to utilize 6-3 post's Leah
Thomsen and Barb V{!l'kuilen as a size mismatch
against MSU's 6-0 center Rita Anderson.
"If we can get the ball inside to (Thomsen and
Verkuilen) I'm sure they will capatilize because they
have a big height advantage," sophomore guard Carrie
McGonigle said.
While the Huskies do have a height advantage. over
the Mavericks, Ulferts said the key to stopping (MSU)
is stopping their post players.

by Paul Keprios

Both teams-are similar this
season, but. .. (MSU) doesn't
have the injuries like we do.
$CSU

Lori U~erts
HEAD WOMEN'S BASKETBALL COACH

''They have three very good post players," Ulfcrts
said. "All of them can score. They are scrappy and they
are all extremely good shooters."
One of the players SCSU .will have to key on is
MSU sei'uor forward Tracy Harter. Harter is averaging
13.1 points per game and 5.2 rebounds per game.
Like the Huskies, MSU has a very young team. The
Mavericks start three freshmen, one •sophomore and
one senior.
Although SCSU has gone with several different
lineups this season, McGonigle said that finally
everyone is getting used to playing with eachother.
"We are starting to get familiar with e\/eryone that is
on the floor," McGonigle said. "It was difficult at first
with all of the injuries, but were getting used to
eachother and the team is starting to gel."
Saturday nights game will tip off at 6 p.m. in
Mankato's Otto Arena.

After spending last weekend on
the road with a. win against
Augustana College and a narrow
defeat against highly-ranked South
Dakota State University, the
wrestling team returns home _this
Friday to take on Mankato State
University.
The Huslcies arc 2-2 overall with
a 2-1 record in the North Central
Conference.
SCSU is currently ranked 11th
in the national Division II coaches
poll.
The Mavericks are 5-4 and are
also coming into the SCSU match
with a loss to SDSU.
A key match in Friday's contest
will be at 118 pounds. Freshman
Aaron Sanders will wrestle for the
Huskies. In the last meet, Sanders
lost by only one point.
"Being at home this time, I think
Aaron will get the win," said senior
Keith Werk.
Senior Andy Reigstad will also
continue on his quest for a national

title and will be looked at to pro'vide
a victory and some leadership.
"Andy is unbelievable," Werk
said. "He is our team leader."
Reigstad's record stands at 20..2
with both of his lo;;ses coming
against Division I wrestlers earlier
this season.
"
The senior from Willmar, Minn.,
is also ranked second in the nation
in the 150..pound weight class. He
placed second at 150 pounds at last
year's national tournament.
Mankato is a tough team, but
Werk says the team has little to
worry about if SCSU can win the
tight matches.
"We match up very well against
them and if we are able to win the
close matches, we will be all right,"
Werk said.
Saturday, the team will take on
St. John's University. The match
will start at I p.m.
The ·Huskies defeated the
)ohnnies last year, winning 27-15.
Friday's match against Mankato
State· is slated to lx!gin at 7 p.m. in
Halenbcck Hall.
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Cop trivia team brings home the bacon
by Sarah Tieck
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

For 50 hours during the tri via weekend of
Feb. 7-9, a passel of people from St. Cloud
and surrounding areas will hide away with
nothing to sustain them except each other, .

piles of reference materials, food, drink, .
phones and the reassuring hum of KVSC in
the background .
. "It's a lot of camaraderie - it's our one

weekend a year to relax and OOnd," explained
Bruce Petersen, a correctional officer and
captain of the KVSC Trivia Weekend team

known for the last decade as "Pigs-R-Us."
" Pigs-R-Us"

is

a

returning

team

consisting of people in the law enforcement
fi eld from the Steams County Sheriff's
Department
Department.

to

the

St.

Cloud

Po li ce

Petersen described the team's numbers as
lots and lots. However, according to Lynn
Jensen, a sheriff's deputy and the hostess of
Pigs-R-Us's headquaners, between eight and
20 of the team's members stay at the
headquaners much of the weekend.
Petersen explained satellite team members
located all over the community listen to the
KVSC during their work shifts or at home
and help the team by calling to Jensen's house
with answers.
Petersen described the team's personality
as joyfully raucous. He said the members
view the event as a chance to relax away from
work, meet new people and bo"nd.
His first trivia weekend came 13 years ago
with the sheriff's depanment team. One of his
co-workers heard of the competition through
publicity and called KVSC to inquire about
setting up a team.
The next year,· the law enforcement
workers returned, changing their name to
"609.72," which is the Minnesota Statute for
disorderly conduct.
Ten years ago, the team changed it's name
to "Pigs-R-Us" and the name stuck with the
always growing team.
Last year, "Pigs-R-Us" placed 20th in the
rankings from hour 50.
"We always have a really
time doing
it and that's what's important," Jensen said.
Each trivia team has its own personality
and style, according to Jo McMullen, station
manager at KVSC. "Some of them are very
serious and family-oriented and some of them
are ju.st partyers," she explained.
Another facet of trivia weekend ·is team
challenges.

good

Julia Peterson/PHOTO EDffOR
Bruce Petersen1 Steams County correctional officer and team member of "Pigs-A-Us," practices speed dialing for trivia.
Last year, Police Officer Brian K.Jinefelter
was killed just days before the 1996 trivia
weekend. According to team members of
"Pigs-R-Us," his death dampened the team's
spirit.
Klinefelter had never been a member of
their trivia team, but was a friend and coworker to several team members, Petersen
explained. "I had him convinced that he
should at least come for a few hours," Jensen
said.
During last year's game a challenge was
issued by Michael Vadnie, professor of mass
communications and member of GDI, to all
teams to help raise money for K.Jinefelter's
family. This challenge produced $450.

The team "Animal House," last year's
second place team, consists of one family and
is one of the more serious groups, McMullen
said. They prepare all year for the event, with
an entire room in their new house devoted to
storing
trivia
reference
materials,
McMullen said. The mother even sewed the
family's Trivia ' Weekend t-shirts into a
quilt.
' According to McMullen, ''Those
Meddling Kids" and "Panties Waaay
Too light," numbers eight and nine in last
year's competition, are among the
partyers."They get respect because they both
compete heavily and drink heavily," she
said.
·

Other returning teams include last year's
winners; "GDI," consisting of people
involved with SCSU's mass communications
department, St. Cloud Times employees, and
other people around the area and the "Society
for Creative Anarchism," a team which
dominates an entire apartmeTlt complex.
Team members use the building as their
headquarters and hang a large banner bearing
their team 's name, McMullen said.
Trivia weekend inspires the competitive
_spirit in people and inspires a lot of
dedication, according to McMullen. "It's
February in Minnesota and we're all
drained from the wintertime," she
explained.
·

Bengali event shares food, spirit of culture
by Muhammad Karim
STAFF WRITER

The
Bangladesh
student
organization at SCSU will hOst the
fourth annual Bengali Night
Celebration, showcasing the culture
and food of their country.
This event will be held Saturday
night in the Atwood Ballroom.
Tickets are $5 and can be purchased
at the door.
Rasheed Sadique, junior, has
been a participant in Bengali Night
since its inception. He said each
year students exhibit a greater
interest in attending. .
"We are expecting at least 400
people.2'
Sadique
said.
"Preparations are underway to
accommodate everyone."

Saiful · Islam, junior, is
an6ther enthusiastic planner of the
event.
He
said
Bengali
Night is becoming popular on
campus.
.
"I have had people ask me
about Bengali Night months ago,"
Islam said. "People •are always
excited about the possibility of.
experiencing a new_culture."
Islam said everyone should
come with a big '¼ppetite because it
is an all-you-can-eat affair. Among
the food available will be a
specially made rice called Pele,
Konna - a spicy chicken dish, beef
curry, mixed vegetables, and Dohi a native desen resembling yogurt.
For an appetizer, there is Pakora, or
miniature chicken drumsticks.
"Bangladesh food is very

spicy," Islam explained. "I want
everyone to be prepared."
· Bengali Night will be replete
with music, dancing and, possibly,
a dramatic presentation, Islam said.
Professional Indian singers from
Mankato have been invited to
perfonn.
Saditjue -~aid the high point of
the evening will be a fashion show.
The traditional dress of women and
men of Bangladesh will be on
display.
"Men in my country wear
Lungi, or long decorative pants,
while the women wear Saris, a type
-of dress commonly seen on
television in its showing of Middle
Eastern
women,"
Sadique
explained.
Islam, who is scheduled to serve

as Master of Ceremonies, said this
event would be beneficial to
everyone
because
of
its
international flavor. He said most
Americans are unaware of the
world around them.
"American people in high
school learn only about American
culture. This event will give them
an opportunity to lea"rn what
another side of the world is like.
They can see the type of clothing is
worn in Bangladesh, taste our food,
listen to our music and have an
overall good time," Islam said.
Sayid Imam, junior, said he
will perform a dramatic dance at
Bengali Night. It is a romantic
scene
about · ·• ·a .. woman
in her village with friends. A man,
whose character is personified_by

Sayid, dances in to the village and
takes her away with him. "This is
very romantic, a true love song,"
Imam said.
Imam, Islam and Sadique said
they are convinced Bengali night
will be a success.
"I think that this is the most
popular event on campus," Islam
said. "Every year it seems our
numbers increase ·at these activities.
Personally, I urge people to stop
by and sample the culture, music
and food of Bangladesh. It would
prove to be a rewarding
experience."
Bengali Night will start at 6 p.m.
Saturday in the Atwood Ballroom
Tickets are $5 and can be
purchased at the door. For n11Jre
information call 202-1504.
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Tongue piercing brings pain, thrill, blood
by Christel Borgheiinck
COPY EDITOR

The decision

Lo

have my tongue

pierced was, like most of my endeavors,
put off for a long time.
·
In July, the thought crept into my brain.
It resurf~ed when I was bored or feeling

daring. Nothing tangible developed until .
the craze of holiday shopping prompted a
friend of mine to say, "Hey, let's get out
this mall and pierce our belly buttons."
Enough said. I insisted on piercing my
tongue instead, and we completed our
consumer research at the pay phone in

Target. We called the Rising Phoenix,
home of Jeff's Total Body Piercing. We

inquired about business hours and cost. It
would cost about $60. They were open aU

evening.
Later that week, we were in the waiting
room of the Phoenix, where the buzz of a
tattoo needle did little to calm our
collective fear of pain.
How painful was it? Not too bad.
Before a tongue is pierced, it is clamped
while it is measured and marked. The
clamp numbed my tongue. The clamp
may have been worse than the actual
piercing, but not in my case. I'll get to that
later.
Allowing someone to clamp your
tongue is an act of trust. You are at their
mercy. One tug is all it takes to remind
you. If you are considering getting your
tongue pierced and you really want an
idea of how the clamp will feel, put a
clothy5pin on your tongue, as far back as
it will reach. 1bcn, find a total stranger
and ask them yank on it, hard.
·
1be clamp remained on my tongue for
the piercing. No, there wasn't a "tongue
piercing gun." Rather, a scary, sharp spike
was manually forced through my tongue. ·
With the clamp still on (I was beginning

·

spike protruding from her stomach.
We thanked Jeff, the piercing guy. My
friend did, anyway. I ''thainthed" him.
Recovery was an interesti~ period in my
life. I was adv'ised to eat bland, mushy food
and to brush my teeth religiously. Antiseptic
mouthwash was a must. I didn't want an
infection. People would leap at the chance to
say, "I told you so."
Hard liquor and sjlic)' food are two :
things to avoid until,a piercing heals. Why
did I have insatiable cravings for kim chee
and Bloody Marys? Why did I give i_nto the
cravings?
I had no idea a tongue coµld feel itchy.
Stop for a minute and think about that. How
does one scratch an open wound on the
tongue? You just don't. You suffer, the
sensation passes and you stick with vanilla
·pudding for the rest of the day.
I've had other complications. The
swelling lasted forever. My sister-in-law
pointed out how big my torigue was and had
Julia Peterson/PHOTO EDffOR
a good laugh at my expense. Brushing
around the dumb bell wasn't easy as the
The pierced tongue of Christel Borgheiinck, junior.
swelling engulfed it.
to freak out) the spike was removed and a
Once more a sharp spike was driven through
When the swelling went down, I had to
stainless steel dumb bell was inserted'and
my tongue. This time, it really hurt. My little
get usecho the dumb bell. It felt like a tooth
screwed on . The clamp was off and I was
tongue bled. But, I felt tough as I spit bloody
growing out my tongue. It banged against
free. It was over, I
saliva into the sink,
· my front teeth, loosening them somewhat. I
thought.
swallowed, and spit
would forget it was there and chomp down
My piercing was
again. My friend
on it while eating. Dentists must see a lot of
crooked. Lucky me.
almost passed out.
tongue piercing casualties. I'm not one of
I took ore look at
My friend
them, so far.
my toiigue in the
climbed in the
Ibis
Now that I am out of the woods, I am
mirror. I did not
dentist-style chair
having fun with it. I love to annoy people by ·
spend $60 and
and had her belly
running
the dumb bell along my teeth,
endure the clamp
button pierced. You
making beautiful music. Sticking my tongue
But, I
I
only to have all my
can say what you
out
is
a
thrill
too. I'm ready to shop for
friends say, "But it's
want about how
tongue jewelry. A rainbow dumb bell for
crooked."
gross my pierced
sunny
days,
or
a black one to match my
So my tender,
tongue is, but the
leather jacket would be cool.
bleeding tongue was
grossest thing I've
Would I do it again? Yes.
back in the clamp. It
ever seen was my
Do I think you s~ld do it? Definitely.
friend with a metal
was '!larked again.

time it really hurt.
My .little tongue bled
felt tough as
spit bloody saliva into
the sink, swallowed,
and.spit agai1L
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you can give the
gift of life and
earn money for
spring break.
Thousands of
people just like

·~{fg* yourely on
,,.,,

plasma products

to li~e healthy nonr,al lives. Because your
donation is so important you are
compensated for your time.
Plasma donations are completely safe
& easy, you can use your time to study,
relax, or plan your spring break get away to
Fort Lauderdale, lvlexico, Vail, or .any
destination of your choice.
For more Information or to schedule
an appointment call 259-6300.

Community Bio-Resources
2019 Stearns Way
Mon.,Wed., Fri. 6:00 am - 4:00 pm
Tue., Thurs.
6:00 am. - 6:30 pm
Sat.
8:00 am - 1:00 pm
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Upcoming play explores burtJ,an themes
by Tabitha Whissemore

History comes alive through students' dramatic efforls.

STAFF WRITER

The SCSU Theatre Department
will present Lillian Hellman's

"Watch on the Rhine" Feb. 10

through 15.
The play, which }akes place

during World War II, is directed by
Patricia
Sandberg,
assistant
professor of theatre. She said she

picked the play because the subject
matter is important to her.
'The play really resonated with
me,'' Sandberg said.
"Watch on the Rhine" is about
Kurt Muller, a German anti~Nazi

and his American wife, Sara.
They leave Germany with their
three children, and travel to
Washington D.C. to visit Sara's

mother.
In America, the family finds a

Romanian count and his wife living
in the same household.
When the Mullers reveal the
truth about their lives with the
German Resistance, the count

blackmails Kurt.
The

decision

between

betrayal or murder must then be
made.

"It's really a human drama,"
Sandberg said. ''Concurrent is the
consideration of the European
Situation and the struggle between
life and death."

lavish set," Sandberg said. "It's
complete with a grand piano."

One concern Sandberg has not

had is problems with the cast. She
says she feels very fortunate to have
According to Sandberg, the play such a focused group to work
presented problems. The structure • with.
of the drama is oldfashioned, with more
dialogue than most
modem audiences are
used to. To resolve that
problem, some of the
dialogue was taken
out.
The set ·design and
costumes were also
taken
into
consideration.

CANCUN OR MAZATLAN
B.OQk by Jan 15 Sunbreaks will
throwin- 5+bteakfasts,- YlfinchCS ~ +-& 5 dinners for free which is a
$50 Value.

Sunbreak Student Tours
foe info call 1-800-446-8355
Http://www.uresourcc.com/sunbreak

More Helpful
than a .
Bridal Show

Marriage Preparation Program
February 1, 15, 22
from 9-11 am
in the Terrace
Please call to pre-register

[J

movie
The
dramatizes
the
activism
of . an
American
woman
working with . the
German Resistance. It
will be shown in the
Atwood Little Theatre
at
7 p.m.
Jan. 28.

Patricia Sandburg
Both
Brenda
Wentworth, assistant
DIRECTOR OF "WATCH ON THE RHINE"
A panel of World
professor of theatre
War II ·prisoners of
and film studies and
war, concentration
costume designer, and Dave
liberators,
and
Mark Warczecha, the assistant camp
Borron, assistam professor of director, agreed with her.
civilian activists will speak on Feb.
theatre and film studies and
4. This will also be in
set desigrier, worked to create
"Everyone fits their parts the Atwood Little Theatre at
the appropriate outfits for the so well," Warczec~a said. 'They've 7p.m.
play and to make the set fit the all grown with their character
The following week, Dr.
period.
roles."
Henry
Friedlander,
a
"He created a wonderfully
In conjunction with the play, scholar
at
the
Holocaust

i --3_De_part_wc_,da-y,-,0-,h-oo_se_fr_om,1.•_F_ri_da-y,-Sa_twc_da_y_s-o,_M_on_da-ys---,'I

!cCA~JH~Ol.~IC~C~AMP=u'"s MINISTRY

The first event will be a
screening
of
Lillian
Hellman's
"Julia."

. It's really a· human drama.
Concurrent is the consideration
of the European situation and
the stntggle between life and
death."

SEXO
NT~BEA
C
FAMOUS FAT TIJ['5OAY DAJQUIRY
•
Complete Packages
From $399
r·Free €overs; Free Hay Parti~s;
Discounts at shops and side
· •'
excursions

there will be a three-week tie-in
series entitled "Remembering
World War II and the.Holocaust."
The series will promote student
_awareness of that period in
history.

Salunlay: 5:30 p .m.
Sunday: 9a.m .. ll:15a.m .8p.m.
Mass & Events 251-32(;1
Office 251-3260

Memorial Museum will give a talk
titled "The · Origins of Na:ii

Genocide."
A short question-and-answer
discussion will follow the talk, in
addition to a performance of the
play.
Friedlander will be ~peaking in
the Performing Arts Center Stage at
6p.m.
The events are sponsored in part
by Lynn Bryce, associate professor
of English, and Scott Bryce,
professor of mass communications .
The Bryces received a grant
from an anonymous donor to
establish a Holocaust Memorial
Center on campus.
Sandberg said she feels that. the
events., along with the play, will
open people's ey"es to the individual
heroism arid isolation of the
Hulocausl

"I really encourage people
to attend the play," she said.
"ft shows what it takes to stand
up to the Nazi machine."
Admission to the play and tie-in
events are free for SCSU students.
There is a fee for the general

public.
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Eric J. Hedlund
Ryan Voz
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EDITORIAL

Pageants for young
girls portray the
wrong message
As the ITledia draws attention to JonBennet Ramsey's murder,
society needs to look at the effects of beauty pageants on young
girls.
Beauty pageants teach girls how to walk, talk, dress and act
at a very young age. These gir!S are also taught to be perfonners
for an audience watching, critiquing and judging their ability to
be in front of a crowd. How are their self-esteems after being
judged?
Adolescence is such a-critical age for self-esteem. Putting
pageant contestants in a ix>sition to be judged by others will

have severe long-tenn effects of insecurity. Emphasizing
physical beauty at this young age puts them at a higher risk of
being constantly aware of how they look when they get older.
Many girls in these pageants are covered in make-up and
dressed to look like an adult woman. One would argue these
young girls don't have a chance to be kids. It would be easy for
a child to interpret that what one looks like on the outside is
what's important.
Did JonBennet Ramsey have the chance to play in.the
sandbox with her friends and get her clothes and hair full of
dirt? Society was not able to know what JonBennet was like on
the inside, but most of America has seen pictures of what she
looked like on the outside.
Society portrays these children as,sex symbols before they
reach age ten. Instead of boosting children's self-esteem by
telling them how beautiful they are, we may be sending the
wrong message to girls participating in pageants.

EDITORIAL

Television journalism
a necessary evil
Journalists are mean. They're ruthless. They're slimy. They're
just as likely to stab you in the back than shake your hand if
there's the possibility of'an exclusive.
That's what a lot of people think of journalists, and there is
justification. Why?Turn on a television. You'll begin to
understand.
Television journalism has done a lot to both revolutionize and
ruin the profession. Like anything which has great power,
television journalism does great good and great hann.
It can bring the news into the living rooms of millions with
an immediacy unparalleled in newspapers and magazines.
However., how long is a single television news story? Are all
the necessary d!!tails there, or just the photogenic ones? The
difficulty with television journalism is that, unless-one can get
video, there's not much one can do.
The rabid competition in television news, the constant
struggle for exclusive footage, graphic scenes, and the desire
for higher ratings, is turning this profession into a made-for-TV
movie. For many television newspeople, it's more of a
performance than journalism.
There are in-depth television news programs, but some of
them have been guilty of rigging shots and deliberately using
false information in order to make stories more appealing.
Is television journalism useless? Hardly. It's a valuable and,
like it or not, significant part of our culture. It can still be a
worthwhile thing - for now.

STAFF OPINION
LLOYD DALTON, NEWS EDITOR

SCSU just might be okay
"SCSU is a good school."
much does the APR go up to?
the letter to a manifesto
describing his personal
read the words scratched into
A. 18.15 percent, but that's
the plastic window of the bus
not imponant: If it was, we'd' , politics: ·At that point, I -- ·
di'smissed The !Ctler--as a Wbak
stop. I pondered their 'rn.eani0g· write it in larger print.
as I waited for the husky
Q. ls this really a good deal attempt to disguise rhetoric as
shuttle to rescue me from the
compared to other credit
meaningful commentary. Too
cold. I was feeling cynical and
cards?
bad. The guy probably had
gTQuc~y, partly from
A. No, it's about
some worthwhile advice, but
the chilly weather
.
average and you
he chose to yap about his
and partly .because it
"don't e;en get the
political agenda instead.
was early m the
•
free cheap
There were other things to
momin~ and I wished
~
sunglasses and bags complain about, but none of
1
I were m bed.
f..
of skittles those
. them changed my overall
The scrawled
other companies
perspective.Despite the
message made me
hand out.
annoyances,! still agree with
think about the
:: •
Q. Is SCSU
the graffiti. SCSU is a good
umvers1ty. To keep
really trying to help me out
school. People who think the
myself amused and make
with a money-saving offer?
university should treat them
good use of my grumpy
A. No, stupid. The
like royalty are wrong. SCSU
mood, I began to make a
• • •
th
exists to provide students not
mental list of the things I
u~ivers,ty JUS t wants e
with an education, but with an
ct· rk bo SCSU I
kickback, carefully phrased as
is I .e ~but h
. wf
a "contributio_n to the alumni
opportunity for education.
surpnse y ow ~any was
association,"
Intelligen(faculty help
able to co~e up ~•th. ~ost of for each card
••
provide that
them were JUSt !11mor ~pes,
sold. Get real.
-opportunity. So
but some were 1mpress1ve.
Another
do student
For instance,! received a
significant item I still a'.o ree wtt·h organizations,
credit card offer in the mail
on the gripe
~
both left and
last week. It was for an SCSU list was a
the grajfitti·
right-wing.
mastercard with a "low
recent critique
From time to
introductory APR of 5.9
of the
SC.SU is a good time, I run into
percent." An APR, or Annual
University
school
something like
Percentage Rate for those who Chronicle,
the credit card
_lil.on't know credit-card
asserting the
offer. It's easy
terminology, is how much
staff were left-wing fanatics
to get angry at how the
interest the credit company
bent on using the paper as a
university tries to swindle me
charges you. The offer
liberal propaganda device.
out of one thing or another,
included plenty of often-asked r When I first read the letter,
but the point. is that to get
questions and helpful answers, 1 thought about writing an
even, I have to swindle an
but three important ones were essay in response. Then I
education out of the
mis~ing.
noticed the writer hadn't
university.
brought up a single example
That is the most valuable
Q. After the five-month
as evidence for his claims, and thing you can learn in coll~ge.
"introductory period" how
,: had devoted more than half
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Public behavior inappropriate
Complaining
forces campus .to
take more naps
Before I begin this column, let me recount the events that have
transpired so far in the new year. It snowed, the interstat_e Was shut down
on numerous occasions, it snowed again, school was canceled despite
high tum-out at downtown bars, and there was one more thing - oh
yeah, snow.
There's 1997 thus far. Who could've asked for a better way to start out
the year? What do these events of '97 have in common? No, it's not
plastic, you must have been listening to too many radio commercials.
Give up? It's complaining.
Although it may seem like I am referring to the
weather, I'm not, or I am ... sort of. Let me explain
•
•
by using this mock conversation between two
friends:
"Man, this sucks! I have all these big projeccs to
do for my classes, I'm working forty hours a week,
my girlfriend is mad at me because I forgot to call
her back last night, I'm out of shape 300 I'm
almost broke. I'm having the worst time of my
life."
"I hear ya, bro. Life sucks. So, like, um can you
gel the next pitcher, I don't have any money left."
Although that conversation was not real, it was
~~~~~ inspired by true events. Each part was based on
BY Bfily
complaints from my roommates and myself. These
are common complaints, heard anytime of the year.
WHALEN
Yet, for some reason, winter seems to make them
more important. For instance, take that same conversation and set it in the
spring.
•
"Man, I feel great. Other than the fact I have a Ion of projects to do for
my classes, I'm working like a·dog, my girlfriend is upset aboutsomelhing, I'm stilh>utof shape an_d I spent all my money on spring
break. But hey, I'm still having the time of my life."
"I hear ya, bro. Life rocks. So, like, um, can you get the next pitcher, I
don't have any money left."
Let's face it, we're all complainers. We do it everyday of our lives. It
makes life interesting and lets people get to know one another. Only
there's something about winter that accelerate our stress and take
complaining to higher levels.
.
Some people say it's the Weather, and that may be right. Take myself
for instance. Th.is winter I have substituted nap-taking for exercising,
procrastination for studious habits and intolerance of annoying habits of
nx>mmates for tolerance of annoying habits of roommates. The obvious
reason for this is the weather. But I believe it's more complicated than
that. We live in Minnesota, for crying out loud. Most of us have grown up
in the midwest and know what the weather's like. To blame our
complaints on the weather is just too obviouS. It has to be something
more.
·
, If you ask me, the only reason we complain more at this time of year
is because We're too nice. Think about it. What's the biggest stereotype of
midwestemers? They're nice and friendly, and they talk funny.
.
Midwesterners become so fed up with being called nice, that for four
months out of the year. we rebel by complaining more to disrupt that
image. The fact it falls during winter ls just pure coincidence. Hopefully
these complaints will stop people from judging and viewing us as dumb
hicks who say things like, "Are you going to the Coburns store?" "You
bet'cha." Basically, it just comes down to being treated fairly.
Complaining is healthy and a good way to relieve stress. I'm fed up
w_ith it. I'm tired of complaining. Worst of all, I'm tired about,
complaining about complaining. lfeck, I'm complaining right now and I
bet you didn't even know ii. We complain so muCh about ourselves,
whenever someone else complains, we wailt them to hurry up and finish
so we can complain more. Where does this leave us? Downtown,
slamming beers.
So what have I accomplished here tcxlay, besides complaining a little
more? Hopefully, I've made people understand complaining has become
monotonous and overblown. We are letting it affect our lives. We're
letting it stress us out. And for the last time, it's not the weather. That's
merely an excuse in order to escape our own problems (complaints). It is
an easy thing to do this time of year, because our space for relieving these
problems i's confined indoors.
What is the solution, you say? Only you can figure that out. Hopefully
I have steered you in the right direction. To be realistic though, nothing
will probably change. Our complaints will continue to be heard or
unheard. My attempts to reach the masses will mostly likely fall on
drunk, I mean deaf ears. But hey, at least there's one good thing to look
forward to - 38 days ,until Spring Break.

BS

While surfing the television children is the "cheer" used by
last night, I crune across a
SCSU students before and
replay of the hockey game
during the introduction of the
played the weekend of Jan.
players. "Fuck you Sioux," or
14, 18 between the Huskies
"Boo, fuck you," said with
and the team from North
gusto and outstretched fingers.
Dak:o!a.
This cheer was repeated as
As a non-traditional student players from UND returned
and father of two boys who
for the second and third
love hockey, I try to get them
periods.
to as many games ~ possible.
Maybe I just don't
That particular night, the
understand the acceptance of
Huskies lost the game. What
bad public behavior. Is it an
okay cheer for hockey fans,
came to mind more than the
loss was the conduct of some
but not basketball _fans? It
must be because I have never
of the students seated In the
student section at the National heard that particular cheer at
Hockey Center.
Halenbeck. How about when
The problem I have to deal
any women's teams take the
with and try to explain to my
court? Is this an acceptable

cheer? If not, why not'?' The
reason, ''They do it," isn't
good enough. "It's all done
with good humor," doesn't cut
it either. ·
I would like i:o ask those
students involved to take a
hard look at what they were
showing off when waving •
their fingers and shouting
those words Saturday night.
Was it truly school spirit, as
I'm sure most believe, or was
it, as an old cliche states, their
collecJive I.Q?
Ed Krafnick

Junior
Special education

Students ill-informed of
origins of 'Sioux' name
The "Fighting Sioux" is a double offense to
me. The reason for my loathing of the
adjective's use in the team's name should be
obvio~s to just about anyone ~ith an inkling of
a notioii 'of cognitive ability; aDd has been
discussed quite sufficiently by many others.
But the second offense is quite probably a little
less obvious to the non- "Sioux" reader of the
Chronicle.
The team 'name uses the tenn "Sioux," a
name given to-us by men who made their fame,
fortune and reputations as Indian killers. The
word is Ojibwe in origin, and can mean one of
two things when translate4: Enemy or Snake.
"Sioux" was never meant to be anything other
than derogatory and disrespectful toward my
people, neither by our traditional foes, nor by
the whites who adopted it later... but what
should I care about the Ojibwe and the words
they used to describe my ancestors? After all,
aren't they just another "long-forgotten tribe?"
I thought long and hard about the claim that
my relatives_and I are from a long-forgotten
tribe. I couldn't find any e.vidence to support
the claim, and I was willing to let it go, until I
considered the adjacent claim: that we exist
''today only in the stereotypical, lazy Indian
who lives on the reservations reaping the
benefits of their casinos and government
grants." I don't live on a reservation. I have a
double major in physics and philosophy with
a.ii education minor, which pretty much
excludes me from the lazy category, and I have
never received a dime from the federal
government because of my ancestry. Jn fact, I
can't recall a single member of my family who
has evet received anything in exchange for the
theft of our ancestral homeland and the
slaughter of our brothers, sisters, mothers and
fathers. Both of my parents work very hard,
often in excess of 60 hours in a week. Andrew
Stonelake is very, very wrong if he thinks that
we have nothing t_o be proud of, and he .is even
more wrong if he believes that we should be
proud of a team who's name nonchalantly
refers to us as fighting snakes.

Stonelake tells us all to be proud that we are
represented in a positive way. I fail to see how
caricatures of Indians wearing loincloths and
feathers and toting little stone tomahawks _do
anything positive for my people. Furthennore,
if these teams have given us such a positive
image, then why do so many white people
believe that we are a lazy people who live off
of government handouts?
If Stonelake had expressed similar views
about African Americans, his friends would all
have taken a step away from him for fear of
being associated with a boy who's beliefs are
not dissimilar to those of Nazis, Skinheads (of
the racist variety) and other such foul people.
But when words like these ·are applied to the
Dakota people, the people you call "Sioux;'
they are often received with a nod, a pat on the
back or an "Amen!"
I assume that this sortOf racism is not only
tolerated, but actually encouraged in some
circles, simply because my people are a longforgotten tribe, a legend and nothing more.
Perhaps this is why we print.the likeness of
Indian killers on our nation's currency; simply
because. we feel that there are no longer ally of
these "Sioux" people left in the world who
would take offense.
Perhaps I will start my own team and call
them the Drunken, White, Date-Rapist, Frat
Boys. Hurts, doesn't it? Does it hurt enough to
make you want to change it? Now you know
what we long-forgotten relics of American
folklore and legend go through every day of
our lives. I speak to you as a Dakota man who
is not legendary, honored, long-forgotten, lazy
or wealthy from the benefits(?) of casinos.
Rob Callahan

Junior
Physics/Philosophy
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Housing
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.

Great amenities, close in location.
Riverside; 251-8284, 251-9418.

1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes heat,

water, garbage and parking. On-site
laundry, on Campus Clipper bus
line. 654-8300. ·

$$$1-1-BDRM.APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841. ·
2-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCSU, two, three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside

Property, 251-8284, 251-9418.
2-1-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
Joint or individual leases. Rent
starts at $190. Heat, water and
basic cable included. Plug-ins
available with reserved parking.
laundry facilijies, mini blinds in each
room, large rooms. HIGH POINT
APARTMENTS UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT. 654·8300.
2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,
new carpet, new linoleum,. new
blinds, newly painted!! $415/rnonth.
Includes heat, water, garbage and
parking with plug-ins. Available
now!! 654-8300
4-BDRM.APT.
Close to campus. Dishwasher, large
rooms, two baths. $220/rnonth per
person. 255-9262. ·
97-98 HOUSING.
MPM. Dan, 255-9.163.
97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
2-bdnn.-13 bdnn. houses. 1bdrm.-4
bdrm. apts. Dan, 255-9163.
97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
45 locations. Houses, apt houses
and apt. buildings. Responsible and
respectful young adults wanted.
Dan, 255-9163.

AVAILABLE NOW!
.
Private rooms for men in four-bdmi.
apts. Discounted rates. Very close.
251-6005, Excel Properties.

AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in four-bdrm. apt. for
women. Close to SCSU. Discounted

rates. 251-6005.
AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in house. New, close
to SCSU. $179/month, wnh men.
251-8284, 251-9418.
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BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm.apt. available 2/1. Near
Coborn's and downtown. $300$350. Heat paid. Dan, 251-1925.

BEACHWOOD.
One-bdnn. apts. near D.T. and
Cobom's. Twelve month leases
beginning 6/1 or 9/1. $320-$360.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.
Immediately and 2/1. One and twobdm1. apts. SE St. Cloud JNCT.
Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan. 251-1925.
BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on
bus line. $390, twelve month lease.
$450, nine month lease. JNCT. Hwy.
to and 23. Dan, 255-9163.
BEST SUBLEASE DEAL
on 5th Ave. Immediate ·openings,
men and women.
Usually
$219/month, now $179/month thru
May. Private room, free cable,
individual lease, low deposit. 2590977.
BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four-bdrm. near Halenbeck.
Two
showers,
dishwashers,
microwaves, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-091 o.
CAMPUS EAST.
large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra ?torage. Dishwashers,
garages, security. Heat paid.
Results. 253-0910.

ENTIRE FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Immediately available; campus
close, subleaser special. 251 -0525.

SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
two large bdrms., close to SCSU,
cheap summer and fall rates.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.

HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildin_gs. MPM has the most
complete selection for you. Dan, .
STATEVIEW.
255-9163.
Four-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, dishwashers, microwaves,
HOUSES, GREAT LOCATIONS.
security. Heat paid. Results, 253·
Quality living. 2-bdrrn.-13 bdrm. 0910.
Heat paid, responsible and
respectful young adults. Dan, 255·
SUBLEASER NEEDED
9163.
by March 1. 817 6th Ave. S. Two
blocks from campus. Call lim, 203HOUSING.
0535. $239/month.
117-98 school year. 255-9163.
SUBLEASER NEEDED
LANCASTER PLACE.
spring quarter. Cost negotiable.
luxury off-campus living starting at Good location. Scot, 259-6773.
an affordable price, ~10/person.
Spacious two and three-bdnn. apts.,
SUBLEASER WANTED
modern light oak cabinets, window for spring quarter. Men and women
furnishings, dishwashers, controlled to share four-bdrm. apts. Close to
entries, attractive grounds, laundry campus, reasonable rates. 251·
on each floor, garages and plug-ins 6005, Excel.Properties.
available. 654-1069, 252-2000.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
MALE TO SHARE
Three and four-bdrm. unRs close to
four-bdrm.
house.
Available SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
immediately. Call Timothy, 255· heat paid. Results Property
0870.
Management, 253-0910.
METROVIEW APTS.,
two and three-bdrrns., close to
SCSU, decks, dishwashers. Heat
paid, NC, security, garages, micros.
Riverside Property, 251·8284, 2519418.

SUMMER & FALL
'97-'98 school year. Two, four and
five-bdrm. apts. $235-$279. Call
259-9283, 252-6697.

$429 (Minneapolis departure). Your
total package includes: fount trip
airfare to Mazatlan, seven· nights
hotel accommodation, found trip
transfers to and from the ailJ)Ort.
College Tours staff in Mazatlan to
assist you, free private cocktail
parties...and much, much more! For
a free informational flier call free,
(800)
571-5874.
(www.collegetours.com).

FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000.
Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities and groups.
Any campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5/VISA application. Call (800) 9320528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T-SHIRT.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218'9000 Ext. H-3883 lor
current lisfings.
- REMEMBER
all important dates! Amazing!
School, personal, family, friends,
work, lifetime reminder service. Call
259-6281.
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Typesetting, consulting, e-mail,
faxes. Campus delivery. 240-2355.

SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
TWO-BDRM. APT.
BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
available now or 2/1. Three blks. to ·
$179/MONTH.
NICE ROOMS FOR RENT
SCSU. $400·$450. Free parking. 4WD's. Your area. Toll free (800)
CAMPUS PLACE.
Single rooms in houses and apts.
218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for current
with
shared
common
area.
Includes
Dan,
251-1925.
Free
parking,
free
heat,
free
$50,
Close to campus, heat paid .. 251l~tings.
tree bike garage, and free open microwave, dishwasher, most
8284, 251-9418..
'
TWO-BDRM.
study room on our three-bdrms. utilities. 259-9673.
SPRING BREAK '97.
with
den.
March
1.
Heat
paid
..
Now renting four and tl')ree-bdrm.
5290/MONTH, SUMMER,
balcory, expanded cable, A/C, Don't be left out, space limited!!
NORTH CAMPUS.
· two-bdrm. apts., University and apts. in walking distance to campus.
Panama City and Daytona Beach,
Southview,
large
bedrooms, Amenities include dishwashers, • Three-four-bdrrns. with decks, close resen.:ed parking. $470. 253·2155.
Florida from $119. Call (800) 648reasonable rates for fall. Heat paid. microwaves, A/C, mini-blinds, in a to campus. Garages, security,
4849 for more info.
WINDSOR WEST.
dishwashers, micros. Heat paid.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251· secure building. 252-2000.
Four-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two
Result:;, 253-0910.
9418.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
COLLEGEVIEW.
OLYMPIC II.
security. Heat paid. Results, 253- From $399. (800) 395-4896.
Four-bdrm. near Hockey Center.
.
710 APTS.
Three-four-bdrms.
near
Hockey
0910.
~eat
paid,
$199
fall,
$109
summer,
Two-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY
Center. Four-bdrm. split units wtth
$600. Nine month leases. Electric, d,shwashers. 251-8284, 251·9418.
Beach Florida. Sandpiper-Beacon
two full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
WINTER/SPRING,
heat. Free parking. Dan, 255-9163.
security, garages and ports. Heat one, two, and three-bdnn. apts. Also Beach Resort, three pools, one
CONVENIENT HOUSES,
indoor pool, huge beach side hot
paid. Results, 253-0910.
sglldbl. rooms. Dan, 255-9163.
AFFORDABLE ROOMS
.
tub, suites up to ten people, TI/(i
for rent. Close to campus and bus
Beach bar, home of the world's
ONE
AND
TWO-BDRM.
APTS.
Rivers~e
Property.
251
-8284,
251·
route. 259-9673.
longest keg party. Free info., (800)
Available immediately. Starting at ·
9418.
Attention
488-8828.
$360/month.
Call
Apartment
A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
www.sandpiperbeacon.com.
Finders,
259-4040.
EASTWOOD PARK.
Spacious apt., orle and two baths.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Close to campus. Heat included. One and two-bdrm. $450/month.
Grants, scholarships,
aid
ONE IN FOUR-BDRM.,
$205-$220/rnonth. l ow security Includes heat, water, garbage and
available from sponsors!!! No
deposit. 255-9262.
parking. On-site laundry. 252-2000._ .t~b~~~5f~
2~_nd up. repayments, ever!!! $$$ Cash for
college$$$. For inlo.: (800) 243EFRCIENCIES
AMENmES PLUS.
2435.
"°"'
ONE ROOM EFFECIENCY
University North, two, three and and one-bdrm, apts., close to
RuundTnpBus S l 19
•
f~ur-bdrm., decks, heat paid, downtown and SCSU. Many extras. for male. Quiet building. Utillties
ATTENTION JOB SEEKERS!
included.
259-9434.
Riverside
Property,
251-8284,
251d1Shwashers, NC, one and a halt
MSUS Job Fair '97 ~ just around
"°"
baths. Riverside Property, 251· 9418.
the corner. Don't miss this oneW1thA1r
RAVINE APTS.
8284, 251-9418.
'
a-year opportunity to meet wijh
Gall 253-7116.
EFFICIENCY APT.
over 135 employers. Register at
~ : : : ~:':/: 5
Best Packages
available 3-1-97. Two blocks from
APT. FOR RENT.
Career Services, As 101 , today!
ROOMMATE WANTED,
FREE Activities
Best Prices
Male preferred, low rent! Available campus. Very nice, discounted rent.
no
parties.
$225,
utiltties
included.
251-6005, Excel Properties.
Student Express Inc. Guaranteed!
March 1. Call Dave, 251-6931.
COLLEGE TOURS
Washer/dryer, located in Sauk Mazatlan spring break '97 from
1.800. 787.3787
Rapids. 202-8191.

:~;d ~~~~ea~~~id~~~~~f~~'.
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SPRING BREAK

S. Padre Is. 99
Cancun
·449
ffl

information, call Paul at 654-

8501.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope, call: St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St.

RESIDENT MANAGER,
looking for mature student team to
manage a 23 unit student housing
complex. Duties include: office

administration,

rent

collection,

Employment
$1 ,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At
home. Toll free, (800) 218-9000
ext. R-3883 for listings.
$1,000'5 POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll
free (800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883
for listings.

$1,750WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars.
For info. call (301) 306-1207.

BAHAMAS.
Looking for a great lifestyle? If
you enjoy excitement, people
and travel, our company is

looking for you! Earn while you
learn! Call 654-1110, M-F.

HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic

components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.

resident relations, leasing; janitorial
duties, light maintenance, .superior
grounds · maintenance. (Nontraditional student oou'ples are
welcome to apply) Compensation
indudes a rent free, one-bdnTl. apt.
CHRIST AND SATAN
plus salary and leasing incentives. are REAL! Christ took the
Send resume· to Campus Place, 'time to listen to others.
P.O. Box 1715, St. Cloud, MN 56302 · Follow his example, your
or fax to 252s2752 or call 252-2000. friends will be grateful.
Then you will know the truth
SPORTS MINDED,
and the truth will set you
ex-pro hockey players opening new free.
offices with International company.
Seeking motivated individuals for
JESUS AND SATAN
high income potential. Attitude more are pretend. Only an
important than resume! Training infinitely irrational, infinitely
available. Call 654-1110 for cruel, infinitely anti-family,
appoin¥TJent.
infinitely hate filled, infinitely
immoral, infinitely

r-~
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during and after the ceremony. You

retain

the

negatives!

Two

photographers to make sure that

IMPERIAL L.AS PERLAS
DAYS INN DON PELAYO

FROM:
+

TOUR PACKAGE INCLUDES:

• R/T Air Departures From Minneapolis 2/28 & 3/1
•Airport/HotelTronsfers
•7NightsOILuxury HolelAccommodo!ions
• Porties,Activilies,&Optionol Excursions
• All Hotel Tom & Gratuities
• On-Location Trans Global VocotiomTourS1ofl

IMtn-GMI!~

CALL · ~

·· ··••M•

7kL(44C<.:,,~7-r,,.d

~ 1-800-828-7015

fn~~ite~tWrtu~e0 ~~
own children in
~::~:~ing bum~~~1:

~~;'~: a~~i~:le~0~~

. processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies. postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
imme-diatt1ly! Genuine
opportunity! AulihSAS.E.:
V MC, SUITE 174
1861 N.FJ!DERAL IIVY
HOU.TWOOD,FL 33020

people in the- SL Cloud area. We

Exciting positions nation-wide! No
fee. Top salaries. One year

For Sale

commitment. Nannies Plus. Sandy,
(800) 726-3965.

1991 FORD PROBE.
85 K, sporty, great condrtion. Asldng
$5500. 743-4434.

$409

US & Me1Ko Depar1ure Tom

TRANS GLOBAL VACATIONS

INCOME.

KCLD-MUSIC IN MOTION
is looking for the most energetic, fun

every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more

SPRING IBEIK 11
........
";ij.
MEXIG
.

WEEKLY ·

want you to be part of our team of WEEKEND CONFERENCE HOST
unique individuals to help entertain •at conference center near St. Cloud.
throughout mid-Minnesota. If you Friday evening-Sunday afternoon.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
want tun and money, I want to talk to Competitive wage, excellent work
professional and courteous, will you. Call Derek, 251-1450.
environment. Call for application,
work with you to determine a
(800) 450-8376.
shooting schedule that will fit into
NANNIES!
your
wedding- day - plans. Call the ELITE nanny service!
Specializing in candids before,

SMITH CORONA 3700
word processor with 13"
monitor. Three years old .
Great condition. -$225 or
best offer: Call Andrea at
202-9995.

■ k§;i•HEIW

Cloud.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.
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Yet

Religion is false hope and
false help. The poor and
ignorant are always with us,
because
of
religion.
Skeptically
question
everything. Athelsm is true.

wgmussw
AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
opens the door to your future! Open
to all majors. AfM meets on
Wednesdays at noon and 5:00 p.m.
Join us!
ATTENTIONany women interested in playing
rugby. Contact Sara at 203-7287 or
lina at 255-4540. No experience
necessary. Anyone welcome.
Practices start in January.

GRADUATES!
Don't just settle for any job. Explore
real career opportunities at the
MSUS Job Fair '97 on February
10th. Register today at Career
services.
HAVE AT-FILES TEAM YET?
Hurry! The trivia is out there. Beat
the winter blues and get involved!
Forms in 27 SH. Deadline: February
7.
LOBBYING TRIP
to Washington D.C., Feb. 2-Mardl
5. Free lodging and meals. If
interested, call 255-3751 or drop by
Studenf Govemmenf, AMC 116.
SHAM,
Society for Human • Resource
Management will be having weekly
meetings on Wednesdays at 11:15
a.m. in Atwood's Mississippi room.
All majors are welcome to join.
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fiJY it.

Run it.

multimedia, sound and graphics

Powerful and affordable
a/I-in-one desktop.

Power Macintosh 7600

Power Macintosh~ 5400CD T~

•Video input
• !6.HB /?AM ··l.2GB fntenuil HardDn·ve

• UOJIJ/z PowerPC (j(}i Processor

• 120 Milz PowerPC 6'J3e Pra:ewr
• interna/BxCD•ROM

• Internal CD-ROJf

• /&bit stereo sound in/ouJ
•Multiple Scan 15 display and k-,•board

• ,,:,,q RAV:, (,f;R Internal Hdrti Drire

• 15" wlor Df,play [, kerboard included
•Hu ill-in stereo speaker & microphone

Live it.

Surf it.

Mobile computing - an)'lime, anvwhere.

Macintosh PowerBook l 400cs""
• I 17Ml lz lbwerPC (i03e Processor

The complete Internet setup.

• Built-in Ut CD-ROM Drive
• Dual-s1.:a11 Color Di.,pl(IJ'
• Full-sizekerboard
• 750 MR Internal Hard Drive
• AvaikibleSoon!!

Power Macintosh 7200
• J20Ml/zPowerPC(i)J Prot.:essor
• 16\1B RA~! - f_2(jB fn!ernal Hard Drive
•3 PQ Slw - lnternaf CD-R<.m
•Buift.i11Hberne1

•Multiple Scan Jjdisplay and keyboard

~i~tus

Computer Store - St. Cloud State University

it&Urar~~llower price;
$ 1,498
$ I, 795
$ 2,307
$ 2,595

Power Macintosh 5400
Power Macintosh 7200
Power Macintosh 7600
Macintosh PowerBook 1400cs w/CD Color StyleWriter 2500
Color StyleWriter 1500

$292
$235

Engineering and Computing Cen ter Room 10 1 - 8am - 4pm (M·F)
http ://WWW-ACS-STO RE.STCLOUD.MSUS.EOU /

,

. • · Apple Computer, Inc.
Visit us on the Internet at bttpcl/campus.apple.com
©!9%Apple Computcr, In<:. All Righ15 re:ser:e<l. Apple, 1he Apple I.ago ar.d ~l:jcintosh are registerl'd tr.xlemarks
of Apple Computer, Inc. All Macimosh compu1m are designed to be acc=ible to ir.d~·iduak "'ith disabilit)'

Qu antities may be limi ted . Receive a $150 mail in rebate with p u rchase of Apple pri nter; offer valid through January 19, 1996.

